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Digital Tyre Inflators

Heavy Duty Digital Tyre Inflator

Product Features

Optional contactless Piezo control switches

Fast and accurate digital inflation up to 145 psi / 10 bar

Rugged and durable IP66 rated diecast aluminium enclosure

Compatible with multiple gases : nitrogen, oxygen, compressed air

The Airtec XDA is a heavy duty automatic digital tyre inflator suitable for a 

wide range of tyre inflator applications including service centres, transport

yards, military vehicle, depots, mining sites, aircraft hangers and petroleum

forecourts.

The heavy duty and weatherproof die-cast construction makes the XDA

ideal for both indoor and outdoor use.

High Flow Digital Tyre Inflator

Product Features

Rugged and durable diecast aluminium enclosure

High accuracy, high pressure and high flow inflation up to 10 bar / 145 psi

Large backlit LCD screen

Suitable for use with standard or large bore valves and core extraction tools

Factory calibrated to ISO/IEC 17025 and is compliant with BS EN 12645 and 86/217/EEC standards

The XDB model incorporates a high flow ½” valve capable of delivering in 

excess of 4,000 litres/min (141 cfm) at a maximum 10 bar / 145 psi.

The heavy duty, weatherproof and vandal resistant enclosure of the XDB

makes it ideal for almost any indoor or outdoor application requiring a high

flow rate. The unit can be used in conjunction with a 4-way manifold kit to

inflate multiple tyres simultaneously for maximised productivity.

Also available is the high pressure model, XHB which can inflate up to 

12.5 bar.

Dual Display 
version available

(Model : XDD)

Over Inflator

Product Features

Emergency Stop Control

Pressure hold time

Purge function for Nitrogen inflation

The XDX model is specially designed for the tyre fitting industry.

The desired over-pressure value can be set in the top display and the final

pressure in the lower display. The automatic process will inflate to the 

over-pressure setting, then deflate to the final pressure setting. The XDZ is 

a high flow model and can be used for inflating large or multiple tyres.

Dual Display 
version available

(Model : XDE)

High Flow 
version available

(Model : XDZ)
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